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OPTION D: South Maui has green parks and pathways, clean beaches, and vibrant gathering places with 
everything locals need nearby. The easy pace of life is supported by a transportation network and 
infrastructure that meets the community’s needs and is resilient to changing conditions. The region’s cultural 
resources are protected and celebrated, letting no one forget this place’s storied past.
Cultural resources protected being included in the vision. 
Green parks and paths and natural water? - beaches preserved.

"pathways, clean beaches"

Sounds good

Okay.

This is a vision that is broad enough to encourage a wide range of new ideas.

one vision incorporates all 4 options

This one sounds the most doable and with the most chance of success.

This is a beautiful vision, but it is lacking in mentioning our visitor and part time community. South Maui has been developed as a place for 
residents and visitors to come together, and not mentioning how visitors have a place in the community leaves a big hole. It is true that 
south maui has lacked purposeful enriching development for our residents, but likewise, if we do not include how to utilize and project into 
the future how we want regenerative sustainable visitor industry, we will not meet that goal.

Clean beaches

Not much.

Green parks and paths are good.

Seems all good also

Green parks and clean beaches are essential.  Also, I like the idea of cultural resources being protected and celebrated.

South Maui has pathways, clean beaches, and vibrant gathering places with everything locals need nearby. The easy pace of life is 
supported by a transportation network and infrastructure that meets the communityʻs needs and is resilient to changing conditions. The 
regionʻs cultural resources are protected and celebrated, letting no one forget this placeʻs storied past.

Oh please.  Bring it on!

I like this. I'm all for public transportation in South Maui, but I would like to see it be electric.

Sounds good in theory.
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I like this vision as long as it works to protect and preserve environment and wildlife. Greenery, less cars, more walkable roads and bike 
paths are important to me.

Lovely. Paradisial.

None.

Culture resource protection affordable housing

Cultural resources are protected and celebrated.

Its nod to green spaces, connectivity, cultural resources

Like this best, but need something about affordable housing for locals and seniors.

Sounds like a throwback to the 70ʻs and 80ʻs

Sounds good.

All of it!

The Regions cultural resources are protected and celebrated..
We have so few of those left to celebrate, itʻs so important that they remain protected starting now.

Protected cultural resources

Nope, I don't like this one at all--it never gets past its own idealism with any concrete focus or objectives to achieve.

I like the idea of pathways connecting the neighborhoods and areas of Kihei.  
The transportation network and infrastructure of Kihei will need an upgrade if/when the HS is finished and the new resort on South Kihei 
road is completed.

I like the environmental aspect and the cultural aspect.  This lands needs to be revered and respected by all

The vision of green parks plus clean beaches with abundance of everything for locals is great. Making sure that there is good transportation 
and infrastructure is also a beautiful vision. But I really like the focus on not forgetting South Maui's past plus protecting its resources and 
celebrating the region's cultural.

They all sound the same.  Different words but the same.
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Protecting cultural resources.

This plan includes all the necessities for a community.

I love the piece to protect the cultural past, I think this could be more prevalent throughout our island and tourists would perhaps be more 
respectful, as I hear is a common complaint from locals.  I know I am always trying to learn more and if it was more readily available I think 
others would too.

Green paths and pathways.

lots of mention of transportation in all of these.  it is not a serious issue for me until it is with a traffic jam.  remember the fire?  we could not 
go anywhere or get out.  another time highways closed because of accident too over 2 hrs to get home.

Like green, clean, easy pace, local needs met

I like adding the detail of assuring that the community will be resilient to changing conditions. Also, protecting and celebrating the region's 
resources is important.

All good

Green parks and pathways
Clean beaches
Transportation network
Cultural resources are protected

How is this different from previous visions?

Cultural resources are protected and celebrated. I much like option c, which I like.

I love the emphasis on parks, paths, beaches, and gathering places, as well as the focus on the needs of the community and infrastructure 
and culture.

Everything!

Like all but needs to emphasize the north south connector road piece and safe walking and biking paths.

Covers a lot of the sense of a good quality of life.
I like the broad brush of expression whiteout to much specificity.
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Cultural resources are protected, history is celebrated.

I think the history and cultural resources of Maui are critical and should always be a focus moving forward. We need to make sure that 
everyone understands what it took for this beautiful island to exist. I think the focus on a variety of transportation options to move away 
from the thousands of rental cars to smarter, more efficient options with help with the over crowding

Pretty good all the way through.

Sounds too mainland.

Preferred Option C.

Love how the history of South Maui will never fade or be forgotten and be celebrated! I like how it talks about the communities needs

gathering places, pathways   protection of cultural resources

Add in how tourism makes this happen.  We can ignore the elephant in the room - but it is there.

Good balance.

Everything.

Now you can take from each option the component that is not included and you then have one vision that incorporates 
a b c and  d

Gathering places
Traditional knowledge (cultural resources)
Beaches
Parks, shaded paths
Services for local needs

I like this vision for South Maui the best so far.

Concept

Best of all -  seems like the most possible
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